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Thesis: God visited his righteous servant Job with great sufferings to teach us that God alone is 

wise. 

Proof: Job attempts to answer the question, “Who is wise?”  The definitive answer is not Satan, 

not men (Job’s friends), not even the blameless and upright Job, but only God.  The book opens 

with an epilogue establishing Job’s righteousness and the great blessings God bestowed on him 

(1:1-5).  Satan approaches the LORD and accuses Job of merely demonstrating “practical 

obedience” (1:6-11).  God defends Job and turns his possessions and health over to Satan to be 

destroyed.  Yet Job refuses to sin against God by blessing the LORD in the midst of trials (1:21-

22).  Thus the wisdom of God reigns supreme over the foolishness of Satan.  The poetry is 

dialogue between Job, three friends, a young man, and finally two thunderous, one-sides 

exchanges between Job and God.  Job asserts his innocence while his friends blame Job’s 

suffering on hidden sin.  This verdict they offer distills to “If you have suffered, then you have 

sinned”.
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  Job maintains his innocence, but he reveals his growing desire to exchange his 

childlike trust in God for a new desire for answers.  Even Job proves his wisdom to be utter folly 

in the light of God’s relentless response, who shows that He alone is wise (38:1-42:6).  Thus 

God’s wisdom triumphs over man’s follies.  Job’s test is now complete.  Satan and the friends are 

proven foolish, Job’s integrity is vindicated, his health and wealth are restored, and God stands 

alone glorified (42:7-16)! 

Refutation: Many reasons have been proposed for why Job suffered.  Most contain some truth, 

but all are different perspectives subservient to the theme: God alone is wise.  Mysterious and 

innocent suffering may be “grounds for courage”, it may “deepen our knowledge of God”, it can 

teach us the value of God’s presence “for its own sake”, and that God is freed and sovereign over 

creation.
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  But the LORD’s “stream of unanswerable questions”

3
 must drive us to conclude that 

the wisdom offered by men is lacking the most important perspective – the divine.  Despite Job’s 

innocence, his wisdom is foolishness and lacks omniscience of the cosmic drama enfolding in 

the heavens.  God alone is wise, and it is His sovereign purpose that trumps all human wisdom. 

Conclusion: Job can teach us much about innocent suffering, especially concerning Christ who 

truly suffered innocently at the hand of God.  For both Job and Jesus, God had a redemptive 

design in apparently unjust suffering.  “The reader learns that Job suffered, not because he was 

one of the worst of men, but because he was one of the best, and that his ordeal glorified his 

God.”
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  The providential hand of God upholds all things, and He alone is wise. 
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